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Polarization phenomena in deuteron proton scattering: a
useful tool for the study of nucleon resonances properties.

M. P. Rekalo, * E. Tomasi-Gustafsson
LNS, CE Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

The microscopic structure of the nucleon N and its excited states N* can be deter-
mined through the ( elastic or inelastic) electromagnetic form factors. These form factors
should help to understand the nature of the transition regime from the soft physics of the
confinement region to the hard physics of perturbative QCD. Intensive experimental and
theoretical studies have been devoted to meson electroproduction processes or elastic e — d
scattering. We will show here that hadron induced reactions with isospin zero projetiles,
could be an effective method for the study of the nucleon structure, in particular through
the measurement of polarization observables.

Experimentally the study of the N" -structure by hadronic probe, in comparison with
the electromagnetic interaction has some advantages such as large values of cross sections,
advanced technic of high intensity d, p beams, polarized targets and polarimeters, absence
of problem of radiative corrections, natural selection of isoscalar iV*-excitation..
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Fig. 1 Diagrams for d + p -*• d + it + N: (a) deuteron excitation; (b) proton excitation.

Recent data have been obtained at Saclay (Saturne II) and at Dubna [2] on the inclusive
process d+p -> d+X, concerning cross sections and/or tensor analyzing power T20. These
data show the presence of at least two mechanisms in the intermediate energy region (
2 < Ekin < 10 GeV). One is the coherent excitation of d with pion production (Fig. la),
which results in a Deck peak [1], in the energy spectrum of the scattered deuterons. The
Deck-peak has to decrease when the energy of the colliding particles increases, while the
role of a second mechanism, the N'— excitation, becomes more important.

We present a model based on i-channel exchange by mesonic states (Fig. lb). In
particular the u;-exchange seems to be the best mechanism to describe the iV*-excitation:
a spin 1 particle allows to obtain very specific polarization phenomena and to predict
the energy dependence of the cross section. Moreover the similarity of the spin structure
of the udd- and jdd- vertexes suggests that the t- and m*— dependences of T20 for
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d + p —> d + X can be predicted in terms of electromagnetic deuteron form factors and of
the ratio of cross sections of 7,* + iV —y X processes (7* is isoscalar virtual photon), induced
by the longitudinal and transversal polarization of 7*. For small transversal isoscalar
transition in 7* + N —>• X (in the region of the Roper Resonance) the behaviour of T20 for
the processe d + p —> d + X coincides with the tensor polarization £20 for e~ + d -» e~ + d
elastic scattering. The matrix element M^u\ corresponding to diagram 16, can be written
in the following form:

J(d) J(s)
MM = -%=%>' ' = <*-*>'• m

where the vector (and isoscalar) current J^ corresponds to the udd vertex and J^ is
the isoscalar current describing the process u + d —> X. In case of collinear processes
five independent transitions are allowed for the process d + p -*• d + N*. The vector
dominance model suggests a simple relation between the form factors of the uidd and
7*d<f-interactions. The spin structure of the other vertex, UJNN* can be parametrized as a
function of the isoscalar form factors of the iV*-electroexcitation. In case of X = iV*(1440),
with Jp — (l/2)+ , (the Roper Resonance), the tensor analyzing power T20 is expressed
as:

? 2 + Vj)r(t)

where the ratio r(t) = <7e(0/5m(0 characterizes the relative role of longitudinal and
transversal excitation of N*, V0(t), Vi(t) and V2(t) are the real deuteron form factors
which are related to the standard electromagnetic deuteron form factors, Gc (electric),
Gm (magnetic) and Gq (quadrupole) by:

4M2

In Fig. 2 we report the theoretical predictions together with the existing experimental data
on T20 for p(d, d)X [2] for different momenta of the incident beam (open symbols) and the
tensor polarization i20 for the elastic e, d scattering [3] (black stars). All these data show a
very similar behaviour: negative values, with a minimum in the region \q\ ~ 0.3 /m"1 , an
increase toward zero at larger \q\ and a scaling as a function of t, with a small dependence
on the incident momentum, in the interval 4.5-5.5 GeV/c. The lines are the result of
the w-exchange model for the d + p —> d + X process, (Eq. 2) for different values of
the ratio r, assumed constant. The deuteron form factors Gc, Gq, Gm, have been taken
from [4], a calculation based on relativistic impulse approximation, and they reproduce
well the T20—data for ed elastic scattering [3]. The dashed line corresponds to r = 0,
where our model predicts a constant value of observable in the d + p —> d-\- X, which is
not consistent with the data. The dependence on r, in the range 0.01-2, is particulatly
evident in the region of the minimum (q ~ 3 /m" 1) , in the point where T20 changes sign
(q ~ 5 fm~l for r = 0.1 - 0.5 and q ~ 6 fm~l for r = 0.01) and in two points, at q = 2
and q = 5 fm~l where all theoretical curves cross (corresponding to different values of r)
due to a particular cancellation in the numerator of Eq. 2.



The data seem consistent
with the value r = 0.1,
in the simplified version of
the u—exchange model with
a t—independent ratio r. It
is possible to show that for
77-exchange one would ob-
tain T20 = l/ \ /2, posi-
tive and t—independent. For
cr-exchange (spin 0 parti-
cle), T20 is different from
zero only taking into account
high order effects (interac-
tion with derivatives). Other
polarization observables like
k^ show also a large sen-
sitivity to the form factors.
The cross section should in-
crease with energy in case of
u—exchange, and become en-
ergy independent at large s,
when the diffractive regime is
reached. It should decrease as
the energy increases for 77 or
(T-exchange.
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Fig. 2 T20 for (e,<i) and p(d, d)X + p and prediction of the
w—exchange model for different r values.

In conclusion we analyzed the properties of the inclusive d+p reactions, with particular
interest in the domain of nucleonic resonances excitation. The calculated cross section
and polarization observables show that it is possible to disentangle the different reaction
mechanisms (a;—, a—, 77—exchange) and bring new information about the electromagnetic
form factors of the deuteron as well as of the nucleonic resonances. Existing data on the
tensor analyzing power are in agreement with the prediction based on the u—exchange
model.
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